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Live Like a Cretan in Creta Maris Beach Resort

Creta Maris’ guests got introduced to traditional Harvest and “Opsigias”, while they also learned the secrets of Cretan cuisine by making “Soutzoukia”

Having at the core of its philosophy the emergence of the Cretan way of life, culture and traditions of our country, Creta Maris Beach Resort organized two special events in August thus offering to its guests the chance to experience the authentic Crete.

This first event included an interactive cooking class, where participants learned first-hand the gourmet culture of the island by making one of the finest and most delicious Cretan desserts “Soutzoukia”, under the guidance of Mrs. Theano Metaxa, wife of the founder of the Metaxas Group, Nikolaos Metaxas.

Contact details (for Media representatives):

Mrs. Faye Papaioannou, Creta Maris Beach Resort
Tel: (+30) 28970 27072, (+30) 6945 545045
E-mail: marketing@cretamaris.gr
According to Mrs. Theano Metaxa: “"Soutzoukia" is a rich dessert, mainly consisting of nuts (half walnuts preferably), grape must with flour, a thin thread, love, sun and air! Cretans used to make this dessert during this time of the year so to enjoy them also in the winter, as soutzoukia get preserved for a long time.”

During the second event, Creta Maris Beach Resort guests and employees, guided by Maritsa, the donkey of Creta Maris, participated in the revival of one of the oldest Cretan customs, “Opsigias” (traditional production of raisins), a custom that tends to disappear in recent years.
The participants transported grapes from the vineyard to a central location of the resort, where they performed the immerse “lousidiasma” of the grapes in a large bucket full of water and potash and then proceeded to hang them in “opsigias” (a construction of parallel rows of metal joined together by wires), where they will remain hanged until they became raisins. At the end of the action the participants completed the authentic Cretan experience by tasting the famous Cretan Sultanina raisin, accompanied by aromatic tsikoudia from the Cretan vineyard, as well as by local dishes based on raisins.

These two actions where performed in the context of Creta Maris Beach Resort “We do local” philosophy and events. The fact that they were warmly embraced by the guest, who were thrilled to participate in them, justifies the continuous efforts of the resort to enrich the tourist experience, with authentic cultural events from the long Cretan tradition.
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About Creta Maris Beach Resort:
Creta Maris Beach Resort with a capacity of 680 rooms, has been originally launched in 1975 and is situated next to Hersonissos, just 25 minutes (24km) from the Heraklion Airport. With a capacity of 680 rooms, suites and bungalows, 6 restaurants, 7 bars, 7 swimming pools, gym, Hammam spa, Asterias Children’s Club, and a great space for outdoor and indoor activities, Creta Maris is a blend of tradition and luxury together on a beautiful beach with crystal clear waters where guests can experience the authentic Cretan hospitality.

About We do local:
As a certification standard We do local, was created by the mature cooperation of Local Production and Hospitality SA (promotional services), Cosmocert SA (certification services) and Local Food Experts sce (integrated development services). It intends to highlight companies that follow a modern and necessary business approach and supports, recognizes and rewards other certification standards including them in the qualification criteria (i.e. ISO, HACCP, Travelife, etc.)

Please find pictures on high resolution on the below link:
https://we.tl/t-nPp0Zyhd4z

Please find pictures of Creta Maris Beach Resort on high resolution on our site:
https://www.cretamaris.gr/media-and-photo-gallery-crete-hotel/photos
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